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duality automatic-control/discrete-event: they include
control laws modeled as differential equations in sampled time and discrete event systems to schedule the
control laws;
critical real-time: timing constraints which are not met
may involve a system failure leading to a human, ecological, and/or financial disaster;
limited resources: they rely on limited computing
power and memory because of weight, encumbrance,
energy consumption (e.g., autonomous vehicles), radiation resistance (e.g., nuclear or space), or price constraints (e.g., consumer electronics);
distributed and heterogeneous architecture: they are
often distributed to provide enough computing power
and to keep sensors and actuators close to the computing sites.

We describe a solution to automatically produce distributed and fault-tolerant code for real-time distributed
embedded systems. The failures supported are processor
failures, with fail-stop behavior. Our solution is grafted on
the “Algorithm Architecture Adequation” method (AAA),
used to obtain automatically distributed code. The heart
of AAA is a scheduling heuristic that produces automatically a static distributed schedule of a given algorithm onto
a given distributed architecture. We design a new heuristic in order to obtain a static, distributed and fault-tolerant
schedule. The new heuristic schedules  supplementary
replicas for each computation operation of the algorithm
to be distributed and the corresponding communications,
where  is the number of processor failures intended to be
supported. In the same time, the heuristic statically computes the main replica after each failure, such that the execution time is minimized. The analysis of this heuristic
shows that it gives better results for distributed architectures using multi-point, reliable links. This solution corresponds to a software implemented fault-tolerance, by mean
of software redundancy of algorithm’s operations and timing redundancy of communications.
Keywords:
Real-time embedded systems, multicomponent architectures, software implemented faulttolerance, Algorithm Architecture Adequation method,
static scheduling, distribution heuristics.

Synchronous Programming. Synchronous programming [17] offers specification methods and formal
verification tools that give satisfying answers to the above
mentioned needs. The three main synchronous languages
are E STEREL [5], L USTRE [18], and S IGNAL [24]. These
specification methods are now successfully applied in
industry. For instance, L USTRE is used to develop the
control software for nuclear plants and A IRBUS planes [3].
E STEREL is used to develop DSP chips for mobile
phones [2], to design and verify DVD chips, and to
program the flight control software of R AFALE fighters [4].
And S IGNAL is used to develop airplane engines. The
key advantage pointed by these companies is that the synchronous approach has a rigorous mathematical semantics
which allows the programmers to develop critical software
faster and better.
Synchronous languages are based upon the modeling of
the system with finite state automata, the specification with
formally defined high level languages, and the theoretical
analysis of the models to obtain formal validation methods [25, 8]. However, the following aspects, extremely important w.r.t. the target fields, are not taken into account:
Distribution: Synchronous languages are parallel, but
the parallelism used in the language aims only at making the designer’s task easier, and is not related to the
system’s parallelism. Synchronous languages compilers produce centralized sequential code.

1 Introduction
Embedded Systems. Embedded systems account for a
major part of critical applications (space, aeronautics,
nuclear  ) as well as public domain applications (automotive, consumer electronics  ). Their main features are:
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Fault-tolerance: An embedded system being intrinsically critical [22, 26], it is essential to insure that its
software is fault-tolerant. This can even motivate its
distribution itself. In such a case, at the very least, the
loss of one computing site must not lead to the loss of
the whole application.

Motivation of this Work. Our goal is to produce automatically distributed fault-tolerant code. Taking advantage of AAA, we propose a new scheduling heuristic that
will produce automatically a static distributed fault-tolerant
schedule of the given algorithm onto the given distributed
architecture.
Our solution must adapt existing work in fault-tolerance
for distributed and real-time systems to the specificities of
embedded systems and of AAA. In particular, the faulttolerance should be obtained without any help from the user
(automatically distributed constraint) or any added hardware redundancy (embedded system constraint). It will
therefore fall in the class of software implemented faulttolerance. The second requirement is essential: it implies that we have to do with the existing parallelism of
the given architecture, and that we won’t add extra hardware. Moreover, in order to perform optimizations and to
minimize the executive overhead, the scheduling used in
AAA is completely static (all scheduling decisions are taken
off-line [15]), and based on the characteristics of each algorithm’s operation relatively to the hardware component
on which it is executed. Finally, neither the algorithm to
be executed nor the architecture of the system are fixed,
but they are inputs of the method. For these reasons, we
cannot apply the existing methods, proposed for example
in [1, 10, 6, 13, 12], which use preemptive scheduling or
approximation methods.

The “Algorithm Architecture Adequation” Method.
The “Algorithm/Architecture Adequation” method [15, 27]
(AAA for short) has been successfully used to obtain distributed code optimizing the global computing time on
the given hardware. The typical target architectures are
multi-component ones. Such architectures are built from
different types of programmed components (RISC, CISC,
DSP processors  ) and/or of non-programmed components (ASIC, FPGA, full-custom integrated circuits  ), all
together connected through a network of different types of
communication components (point-to-point serial or parallel links, multi-point shared serial or parallel buses, with or
without memory capacity  ). They typically include less
than 10 processors.
One advantage of AAA is that it preserves the above
mentioned properties of synchronous programs. Concretely, AAA takes as inputs an algorithm and an architecture specifications, along with distribution constraints and
real-time constraints. It then proceeds in two steps:
1. First it produces a static distributed schedule of the algorithm’s operations onto the processors, and of the
algorithm’s data-dependencies onto the communication links. The real-time performances of the implementation are optimized by taking into account interprocessor communications which are critical. This is
an optimization problem and, as other resource allocation optimization problems, it is known to be NP-hard.
Several heuristics have been proposed in [15, 29].

Related Work. There exists very little work on this precise topic. Some researchers make hard assumptions on the
failure models (e.g., only fail-silent, only processor failures)
and on the kind of schedule desired (e.g., only static schedule). By sticking to these assumptions however, they are
able to obtain automatically distributed fault-tolerant schedules (see for instance [9, 7, 20]). Other researchers take into
account much less restrictive assumptions, but they only
achieve hand-made solutions, e.g., with specific communication protocols, voting mechanisms,  (see the vast
literature on fault-tolerance in distributed systems, for instance [19]).
Like the other researchers belonging to the first group,
we propose an automatic solution to the fault-tolerance distributed problem. Here are the original points:

2. Then, from this static schedule, it produces automatically a real-time distributed executive, and ensures the
synchronization between the processors, as they are required by the algorithm specification. The obtained
distributed executive is guaranteed to satisfy the realtime constraints, without deadlock and with minimum
overhead.

Firstly, we design our source algorithm with a programming language based on a formal mathematical
semantics (see above). The advantage is that our algorithm can be formally verified with model-checking
and theorem proving tools [25, 8], and therefore we
can assume that it is clear of design faults.

The S YN DE X [23] tool1 implements AAA. The architecture and the algorithm can both be specified with
S YN DE X’s graphical user interface. The algorithm can also
be imported from a file which is the result of the compilation of a source program written in synchronous languages
like E STEREL [5], L USTRE [18], or S IGNAL [24], through
the common format DC [28].

Secondly, we take into account the execution duration
of both the operations and the data communications to
optimize the critical path of the obtained schedule.

1 S YN DE X (Synchronized

Distributed Executive) is available at the url
http://www-rocq.inria.fr/syndex
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Figure 1 is an example of algorithm graph, with six operations: I and O are extios (resp. input and output), while
A–E are comps.

Thirdly, since we produce a static schedule, we are
able to compute the expected completion date for any
given operation or data communication, both in the
presence and in the absence of failures. Therefore, we
are able to check the real-time constraints before the
execution. If the real-time constraints are not satisfied,
we can give a warning to the designer, so that he can
decide to add more hardware or to relax his real-time
constraints.
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A
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D

Figure 1. Example of an algorithm graph: I
and O are extios, A–E are comps.

Paper Outline. Section 2 states our fault-tolerance problem, and presents the various models used by AAA. Section 3 presents the proposed solution for providing faulttolerance within AAA. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the
more important issues and gives some concluding remarks.

Architecture Model. The architecture is modeled by a
graph, where each vertex is a processor, and each edge is a
communication link. Classically, a processor is made of one
computation unit, one local memory, and one or more communication units, each connected to one communication
link. Communication units execute data transfers, called
comms, between operations allocated to different processors. Figure 2 is an example of architecture graph, with
three processors and one multi-point link (i.e., a bus).

2 Fault-Tolerance Problem and AAA Models
Fault-Tolerance Problem. Given an algorithm specified
as a data-flow graph, a distributed architecture specified
as a graph, some distribution constraints, some real-time
constraints, and a number  , produce automatically a distributed schedule for the algorithm onto the architecture
w.r.t. the distribution constraints, satisfying the real-time
constraints, and tolerant to  permanent fail-silent processor failures, by means of error compensation, using software and/or time redundancy.

P1

P2
bus
P3

Figure 2. Example of an architecture graph
with three processors and a bus.

Algorithm Model. The algorithm is modeled by a dataflow graph. Each vertex is an operation and each edge is
a data-flow channel. The algorithm is executed repeatedly
for each input event from the sensors in order to compute
the output events for actuators. We call each execution of
the data-flow graph an iteration. This model exhibits the
potential parallelism of the algorithm through the partial order associated to the graph. Graph operations are of three
kinds:

Distribution Constraints. The distribution constraints
consist in assigning to each pair  operation, processor  the
value of the execution duration of this operation onto this
processor. Each value is expressed in time units, and the
value “  ” means that this operation cannot be executed on
this processor. Since we also want to take into account interprocessor communications, we assign a communication duration to each pair  data dependency, communication link  ,
also in time units.
For instance, the distribution constraints for the algorithmic graph of Figure 1 and the architecture graph of Figure 2
are given by the two following tables of time units:

1. A computation operation (comp): its inputs must precede its outputs, whose values depend only on input
values; there is no internal state variable and no other
side effect.

proc.

2. A memory operation (mem): the data is held by a mem
in sequential order between iterations; the output precedes the input, like a register in Boolean circuits.
3. An external input/output operation (extio): operations with no predecessor in the data flow graph (resp.
no successor) stand for the external input interface
(resp. output) handling the events produced by the sensors (resp. actuators). The extios are the only operations with side effects, however, we assume that two
executions of a given input extio in the same iteration always produce the same output value.
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Here it takes more time to communicate the datadependency I  A than A  B simply because there are more
data to transmit.
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Implementation Model. The implementation within
AAA consists in reducing the potential parallelism of the
algorithm graph into the available parallelism of the architecture graph. This is formalized in terms of three graphs
transformations:

Principle. The proposed solution uses the software redundancy of comps/mems/extios and the time redundancy of comms. Each operation  of the algorithm graph
is replicated on  different processors of the architecture graph, where  is the number of permanent failures to
be supported. Among these  replicas, the one whose
completion date is the earliest, is designated to be the main
replica. Without entering into details, completion dates are
computed according to the execution duration of each operation and each data-dependency given by the user in the
distribution constraints. The main replica sends its results
to each processor executing one replica of each successor
operation of  , except the processors already executing another replica of  (in which case it is an intra-processor communication). The processor executing the main replica is
called the main processor of  . The remaining  processors
executing  , called backup processors, execute  and watch
on the response of the main processor. If the main processor
does not respond on time, it is considered as faulty, another
main processor executing a replica of  sends  ’s results to
the successor operations.
This solution raises the following problems:

1. Each comp/mem/extio is assigned to the computation unit of one processor according to the distribution
constraints. Each inter-processor data-dependency is
transformed into a vertex, called comm, linked to the
source operation (resp. destination) with an input edge
(resp. output).
2. Each comm generated by the first transformation is assigned to the set of communication units which are
bound to the link connecting the processors executing
the source and destination operations. They cooperate
to transfer data between the local memories of their
respective processors.
3. The comps/mems/extios (resp. comms) which
have been assigned to a computation unit (resp. communication unit) during the first transformation (resp.
second) are scheduled. Each schedule is completely
static.

1. What kind of communication mechanism should be
used to send results to the successors? We choose the
send/receive mechanism, where the main processor of
operation  sends the results of  to all the processors
executing a (main or backup) successor operation of
 , and to all the backup processors of  . This mechanism is already implemented in S YN DE X for non
fault-tolerant code.

The comms are thus totally ordered over each communication link. Provided that the network preserves the integrity and the ordering of messages, this total order of the
comms guarantees that data will be transmitted correctly
between processors. The obtained schedule also guarantees
a deadlock free execution.
Together, our models allow the specification of a broad
range of systems. Indeed, a comp can be a single instruction (i.e., fine grain parallelism) or a function for instance
written in C (i.e., coarse grain parallelism).

2. When is the main processor of an operation declared
faulty? With a single multi-point link (e.g., a bus), the
main processor of operation  broadcasts the outputs
of  while the backup processors observe the activity to
detect the failure of the main processor. With point-topoint links, the detection of the main processor’s failure is similar to a Byzantine agreement problem [21].
To deal with point-to-point links and to avoid heavy
agreement algorithms, we have proposed in [14] another solution, based on the active redundancy on both
comps and comms. In this solution, each operation is
replicated  times and each replica sends its results to each replica of each successor operation. The
idea is that each operation waits until it receives its first
set of inputs and discards the further inputs. There is
no main replica to choose and no timeout to compute,
but on the other hand, there is more communication
overhead.

3 The Proposed Solution
The solution we propose consists of a new scheduling
heuristic to be used in the S YN DE X tool. Its performances
will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
1. The computation and communication overhead introduced by fault-tolerance.
2. The timing performances of the faulty system, i.e., a
system presenting at least one failure. We distinguish
the iteration in which the failure(s) actually occurs and
the subsequent iterations where one or more processors are faulty but no new failure occurs. We call an
iteration in which at least one failure occurs a transient
iteration.
3. The capability to support several failures within the
same iteration.

3. How are computed the timeouts associated to the communications? We choose to compute a given timeout
as the worst case upper-bound of the message transmission delay. This upper-bound is computed from

4. And finally the appropriateness to different kinds of
architecture.
4

account the communication times between D¯ and the main
processor of its predecessors and successors, when they differ from ´Nµ . This choice improves the execution time for
the system without failures, but may give longer execution
times in the faulty cases. Thus,  is computed as follows:

the characteristics of the communication network (see
Section 2). This is the least possible value avoiding
multiple sendings of messages.
4. According to which criterion is the main processor selected? This criterion must be applied initially and
each time the backup processors elect a new main processor following a failure. We choose the processor
which finishes first the execution of the replica operation. For each operation, we thus compute from the
static schedule a total order of all the backup processors. This total order is known by each processor, so
the result of the election is the same for everybody.

 §"3¨S§(D¯ ¹ ´ µ ¨³½¾·¼§53¨S§5D¯ ¹ ´ µ ¨¿ÁÀJ§(D¯ ¹ ´ µ ¨Â°±§5D¯¨3º

where ÀJ§(D¯ ¹ ´ µ ¨ is the execution duration of D¯ on processor ´ µ ; this value is given in ´ µ ’s characteristics lookup
table. The schedule pressure measures how much the
scheduling of the operation lengthens the critical path of
the algorithm. Therefore it introduces a priority between
the operations to be scheduled.
The selected operation is obtained as follows. First, in
the micro-step mSn.1, we compute for each candidate operation  ¯ the set ¶ÄÃ7ÅqÆLÇGÈ §5 ¯ ¨ of the first ÉÊ execution
units minimizing the schedule pressure. The first ËÌ
m
minimal schedule pressures for  ¯ , called ¿ÍBÎ.Ï&§"3¨&§5 ¯G¹ ´ ¯ ¨ ,
m
give the processors ´0¯ from which the set ¶ÄÃ7ÅqÆLÇGÈ §5D¯¨ is
computed (the superscript §5É¾w¨ for ¶ indicates its cardinality). We thus obtain for each operation ÐÑ pairs
 operation, processor  . Then, in the micro-step mSn.2, the
operation belonging to the couple having the greatest schedule pressure is selected. If there exists more than one couple
having the greatest schedule pressure, one is randomly chosen among them.
The implementation of the selected operation at the
micro-step mSn.3 implies the choice of a main processor
for the operation and the computation of timeouts for the
communication operations implemented on the backup processors. We select as main processor the processor of the
set ¶ÄÃ7ÅqÆLÇGÈ §5}¨ (the first ÒÓ processors computed for
 at the micro-step mSn.1) which finishes first the execution of the operation, i.e., the one which minimizes the
sum ·¼§53¨S§5 ¹ ´|Ô5¨>ÕÀ§5 ¹ ´|Ô5¨ . The  backup processors
are ordered according to the increasing order of the sum
·¼§"3¨&§5 ¹ ´|Ô5¨Ö¾À§5 ¹ ´|Ô5¨ , i.e., to the increasing order of the
completion date of the operation  .

Scheduling Heuristic. We present the algorithm of the
heuristic implementing this solution. It is a greedy list
scheduling, adapted from the non fault-tolerance heuristic
presented in [15, 29].
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At each step   , ¡T¢£$¤w¥¦§"3¨ is the list of already
scheduled operations, and ¡£$©.ª}¦§"3¨ is the list of candidate
operations built from the algorithm graph. An operation is
candidate if all its predecessors are already scheduled. Initially, ¡T¢£$¤w¥¦§5«¬¨ is empty. By using a cost function called
schedule pressure, one operation of ¡£$©.ª}¦e§53¨ is selected to
be scheduled at step  .
The schedule pressure  is computed in two phases.
The first one is done before the scheduling heuristics. It
computes, using the algorithm graph and the characteristics lookup table, the critical path of the algorithm (noted
®
) and, for each operation D¯ the maximal date at which
 ¯ may end (noted °±§5 ¯ ¨ ) computed from the end of the
critical path. The second phase takes place at each step
of the scheduling algorithm. It computes for an operation
 ¯³² ¡ £$©&ª}¦ §53¨ and a processor ´Nµ ²2¶ ( ¶ is the processor’s
set) the “earliest start date from start” (noted ·¸§"3¨S§( ¯k¹ ´Nµw¨ ),
i.e., the execution time of the part of the distributed algorithm scheduled at the step »º . ·¼§"3¨&§5D¯ ¹ ´ µ ¨ takes into

Communication Overhead due to Fault-Tolerance.
Now let us study the optimality of the number of interprocessor communications generated in the fault-tolerant
schedule by our heuristic. Firstly, each operation of the algorithm graph is replicated  times, but each replica
only receives its inputs only once, namely from the main
replica of the predecessor operation. Therefore each datadependency of the algorithm graph leads to at most 
inter-processor communications. Indeed, when the two operations linked by the data-dependency are scheduled on
the same processor, we have an intra-processor communication. In this sense we say that the number of messages in
the fault-tolerant schedule is minimal.
Secondly, when a failure occurs, we claim that the
number of inter-processor communications in the resulting
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P1

schedule is less than in the initial schedule. Remember
that only the main replicas send their results through interprocessor communications. Let us call ´ the faulty processor. Consider an operation  with  successor operations
in the algorithm graph, and whose main replica is assigned
to ´ . In the initial schedule, this main replica of  sends
its results to §(Éw¨Y×Ø replicas. Among these, a number Ù}¯nª © are intra-processor communications because the
Ï,Ú
corresponding replica is also assigned to ´ . The number
Ù}¯nª ¥ of inter-processor communications actually sent by
Ï Ú
the main replica of  is such that:

I

I
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A

I

A

A

0

B

Figure 4. Temporary schedule: operations I,
A, and B are scheduled.

At the end of our heuristic, we obtain the final schedule presented in Figure 5. Each operation of the algorithm
graph is replicated twice and these replicas are assigned to
different processors.
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An Example. We apply our heuristic to the example of
Figures 1 and 2. The user requires to tolerate one permanent processor failure. The execution characteristics of each
comp/mem/extio and comm are specified by the two tables of time units given in Section 2.
After the first two steps of our heuristic, we get the temporary schedule of Figure 3. In this diagram, an operation
is represented by a white box, whose height is proportional
to its execution time. Each main operation is represented
by a thick white box. A comm is represented by a gray box,
whose height is proportional to communication time, and
whose ends are bound by arrows from the source operation
to the destination operation.
P2

I

P3
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Now since  ’s main replica is assigned to ´ which fails,
a new main processor will be chosen for  . The previous
Ù ¯nª © messages are no longer necessary since they concern
Ï,Ú
operations assigned to ´ which is faulty. Among the remaining Ù ¯lª ¥ messages, some more are intra-processor because
Ï Ú
they concern operations assigned to the new main processor
of  . As a result, the new number of inter-processor communications needed to send the results of  to all the replicas of all its successor operations is less than in the initial
schedule.
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Figure 5. Final fault-tolerant schedule.
The next timing diagram shows the execution when P2
crashes: as expected, the number of communications does
not increase, and the response time is increased by the waiting delay of the response from the faulty processor.
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Figure 3. Temporary schedule: only operations I and A are scheduled.
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At the next step, operation B is scheduled. Assigning
B to P1 would save an inter-processor communication, but
because of the cost of execution B on P1, the expected completion date of B would be 6. In contrast, assigning B to P2
gives an expected completion date of 4.5; therefore P2 is
chosen as the main processor of B. Similarly, the expected
completion date is 5 if P3 is chosen; therefore P3 is chosen
as the backup processor. We obtain:

Figure 6. Timed execution when P2 crashes.

Analysis of the Example. To evaluate the overhead introduced by the fault-tolerance, let us consider the non faulttolerant schedule produced for our example with the basic
heuristic of S YN DE X . This schedule is shown in Figure 7.
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P1

bus

P2

P3

have presented a solution of software implemented faulttolerance, which adapt the automatic code distribution algorithm of the “Algorithm Architecture Adequation” method
(AAA). Basically, AAA takes as input a description of the
algorithm to be distributed and a description of the target architecture. AAA first produces a static distributed schedule
of a given algorithm onto a given distributed architecture,
and then it generates a real-time distributed executive implementing this schedule.
Since we are dealing with embedded systems, we do not
want to add redundant hardware. Rather, we choose to take
advantage of the existing parallelism offered by the target
distributed architecture. Also we consider only processor
failures and assume they have a fail-silent behavior.
We are therefore given an algorithm specification, an
architecture specification, some real-time constraints, and
a number  of processor failures to be tolerated. Taking advantage of AAA, we have proposed a new scheduling heuristic that produces automatically a static distributed
fault-tolerant schedule of the given algorithm onto the given
distributed architecture.
Our solution is based on the software redundancy of the
computation operations and on the time redundancy of the
communications. When the main processor executing an
operation fails, the results of one replica operation are sent,
after some timeout, by a backup processor chosen at compile time. The implementation uses a scheduling heuristic
for optimizing the critical path of the obtained distributed
algorithm. The communication overhead is minimal; on the
other hand, the occurrence of several failures in a row is
not well supported. We have finally shown that if the given
target architecture uses a single multi-point link, then intermittent fail-silent processor failures can also be treated.
The solution proposed here can fail, either if the realtime constraints can’t be satisfied by the obtained distributed fault-tolerant schedule, or if less than  processor
failures can be tolerated. This can happen if the intrinsic
parallelism offered by the target architecture is not sufficient.
Finally, our solution can only tolerate processor failures.
We are currently working on new solutions to tolerate also
the communication link failures. We are also experimenting our method on an electric autonomous vehicle, with a 5
processors distributed architecture and a CAN bus.
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Figure 7. Non fault-tolerant schedule.
In this particular case, the overhead is therefore
With a bigger example, the overhead
would probably be larger. Part of this overhead is due to
the extra computations (for the replica operations), and part
is due to the extra communications (for sending their input
data to all the replica operations instead of only one successor operation). Since the replica operations do not send their
result until a failure occurs, the communication overhead is
minimal. On the other hand, the computation overhead increases with the number  of failures to be tolerated.
When a failure occurs, extra communication can take
place. This is the case of our example when P2 crashes (see
Figure 6). The response time of the faulty system is greater
than in absence of failures, since some overtime is necessary
to detect the failure of the main processors. For the same
reason, the arrival of several failures during the same iteration is not well supported since there is a risk that the sum
of timeouts amassed overtakes other timeouts. As already
said, the current solution is easier and cheaper to implement for architectures where the communication units are
connected to a unique multi-point link. With point-to-point
links, the solution presented in [14] should be preferred. It
should be noted that this other solution also supports several
failure occurrences during the same iteration.
If the given target architecture uses a single multi-point
link (e.g., a bus), then the outputs of all operations will be
broadcasted over this multi-point link to all the processors,
including the faulty ones. Then a processor that was previously marked as being faulty and that is now running (because of an intermittent failure) can resume its computations and output its results on the bus. Therefore, if after a
failure detection the healthy processors continue to scan the
bus, they will detect that the faulty processor is now running
and they will update their array of faulty processors accordingly. This scheme allows us to treat intermittent fail-silent
behaviors [11].
Þ
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